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If you get stuck in repairing a defective appliance download this repair information for help. See below.
Good luck to the repair!

Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage!
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	Also known: YAMAHA K-850 DECK K850 CASETTE 850

	If you have any question about repairing write your question to the Message board. For this no need registration.
	If the site has helped you and you also want to help others, please Upload a manual, circuit diagram or eeprom that is not yet available on the site.
Have a nice Day!
	See related repair forum topics below. May be help you to repair.



Warning!
If you are not familiar with electronics, do not attempt to repair!
You could suffer a fatal electrical shock! Instead, contact your nearest service center!



Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition,  
some files are archived,
so you need WinZip or WinRar to open that files. Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them.

These free programs can be found on this page: needed progs

If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file!

If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.
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Relevant AUDIO forum topics:

Yamaha RX-V450. Erősítö. Se kép, se hang.

Jó reggelt mindenkinek!

Van ez az izé. Stby tápban zárlatos fet. Csere után van 5 volt a kezelőn. És ennyi.

Pont marhára nem izgatna de egy haverkollégáé. Ha valaki szeretne vele molyolni, viheti.

YAMAHA RX-V650 táp nem indul

Sziasztok!
Adva van a megnyitóban említett erősítő, amelyet nem lehet bekapcsolni. A táp megoldását nem ismerem. Ha valamelyikőtöknek volt már ilyen problémája szívesen venném a segítségét.
Üdv.Ckó


Yamaha R50 STK4873-al

Hi!

Hoznának egy ilyet. 
Valszeg végfokos.

Érdemes belebonyolódni, lehet kapni megbízható ilyent? 

kösz

Yamaha CDX-590 laser adjustments?

I have a Yamaha CDX-590 CD player and it skips on some CDs - original CDs, these CDs play without problems on my other CD players.
I have changed the laser unit (KSS-210A) but this didn't solve the problem.
When I turn the player upside down, it plays the problematic CDs without a problem.
That's why I think the laser needs adjustment.
I have only a service manual for the CDX-493/593 but they should be very similar to the CDX-590.
It seems that the adjustments are done via "test mode" of the CDX-590, unfortunately there is not much information, how to exactly, in the service manual.
Here is a picture of the PCB.
http://www.volny.cz/hwtest/PCB.JPG
Here are the "test mode" sections of the service manual.
http://www.volny.cz/hwtest/TM1.GIF
http://www.volny.cz/hwtest/TM2.GIF


In "test mode" I have tried Auto adjustment mode 1, 2, 3, but I don't know if it should work fully automatic without any intervention or when the mode is fineshed and I can proceed to the next one.
So I activated mode 1, waited a while, activated mode 2, waited a while, activated mode 3, then exited test mode. 
It didn't help.

Mode 1 - only a short blink of two horizontal dashes on the display and thats it
Mode 2 - started "play" without sound from a strange time 99:00 (the test CD is not so long), after a while it skips to another time, "plays" a while, then skips back and "plays" and so on, I left it about an hour and it was still going on
Mode 3 - seems to be very short as mode 1

I think I'm missing something ...

Maybe someone did this or even serviced Yamahas in an official service and can provide information how to adjust the laser?
Or maybe the problem is not the laser?
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If you want to join us and get repairing help please sign in or sign up by completing a simple electrical test
or write your question to the Message board without registration.
You can write in English language into the forum (not only in Hungarian)!
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